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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Rising crime rates (of sexual nature), contemporary lacunae in formal sex education and dearth of Indian studies on this topic underlies as to why this study was conceptualized. Current research aimed to study the strength of religious faith, sexual knowledge in the college going students in Ahmedabad city; and the bearing these variables have on their attitude towards sex.

Material and methods: Ours was a cross sectional, convenient sample based study in which the study sample (consenting subjects) comprised of 299 commerce and arts students. Subjects were given semi structured Performa with sexual knowledge and attitude questionnaire (SKAQ) and Santa Clara strength of religious faith Questionnaire (SCSRFQ). Descriptive analysis was done by SPSS 20.0.

Result: Out of 299 subjects, 51.5% were males and 48.5% were females. On SKAQ, mean knowledge and attitude score was 15.35 and 18.84 respectively. Males, those living in joint families and those reporting of a history of sexual exposure before 15 years of age were found to have better sexual knowledge. Subjects from joint families and those who reported of a history of sexual exposure had liberal attitude towards sex. Scores on SCSRQ and SKAQ (both knowledge and attitude scores) were found to be significantly correlated (p<0.05).

Conclusion: Students who had a liberal attitude towards sex also had better knowledge and a strong religious faith.
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INTRODUCTION

An individual’s attitude towards sexuality may hold public relevance. In current times, when most crimes hint towards a vexed sexuality in youth¹, interventions aimed at adolescents, foremost the assessment of their sexual attitude almost becomes a necessity.² Attitude towards an entity, held by an individual holds a good predictive value towards that particular entity³⁴, in this case sex linked behavior. Inheritable¹, cognitive and social⁵ and innumerably many other factors have a direct, indirect, discernible as well as indiscernible bearing on attitude of an individual. Out of a vast spectrum of variables that may influence attitude of an individual towards sex, the current study aims to estimate the influence of socio-demographic correlates (gender, education status, family type, sexual exposure and the age of sexual exposure), sexual knowledge and strength of religious faith on sexual attitude. Apart from a few old studies⁷⁻¹¹, Indian literature is having a dearth of studies in this area. Most of our present knowledge is either archaic or a western derivative¹²⁻¹⁴ having a bias of applicability and generalizability to the contemporary Indian population. Religious faith of an individual has an effect on sexual attitude¹⁵ which however is not yet studied in India. This may hold more relevance owing to the enormous interplay of fundamentalist religious beliefs, social norms and traditional rituals in this part of the world. A study by De Lamer¹⁶ identified religion as one of the major source of social control over sexuality. Almost all the major religions followed in this country advocate a negative and conservationist attitude towards this instinctual drive.¹⁷ Worldwide, numerous studies have been published opining the role of various aspects of religion on sex, most of them deriving an inverse relation between religion and sexual attitude scores¹²⁻¹⁴ while some suggesting a direct relationship.¹⁸

In a recent study by Das et al⁹ on adolescent girls in Kolkata, knowledge regarding sexuality and sexually transmitted diseases (STD’s) was found to be poor. Sexual abuse²⁰, risk taking behavior²¹⁻²³, decreasing age of sexual exposure have increased the likelihood of youth indulging early into risky sexual activity.²² The same study by Das et al²⁹ also suggested the need for conducting regular countrywide surveys for the purpose of gathering knowledge in this regard. Same was also stressed upon in an editorial in Indian Journal of Psychiatry by Rao et al.² The growing furor over ethicality of imparting sex education to school children and concurrently rising risk taking behavior in them has prompted us to study this area.

With this background, we hypothesize of an inverse correlation between sexual attitude and religious faith as evident in previous western studies relating to religiosity, quoted above and of a direct correlation between sexual risk.
attitude and sexual knowledge in our study subjects.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

Four arts and commerce colleges from Ahmedabad, Gujarat were selected based on convenient sampling method (i.e. proximity to the parent institute of the author). The principals of the colleges were approached with the study protocol. Two of the colleges didn’t give the required permission. Hence, the study sample comprised of students from the other two colleges. The day and classes were selected based on the discussion and approval by the college authorities/ principal. Students were approached during their regular scheduled classes on predetermined days and periods based on the permissions obtained. A pre-arranged set was handed out to each student present in the class on that day which comprised of a consent form (in Hindi), sheet for demographic details (in Hindi) and two preformed questionnaires in Hindi. Thirty minutes were allotted to the students for filling up of the entire bunch and during that time one of the author/co-author/representative presided over the class to solve any query or to assist the students in the process. All the students were clearly explained regarding the participation being on a voluntary basis, their signing the consent forms being indicative of their will to take part in the study. Sexually explicit nature of the questionnaire was explained to the students clearly along-with the distribution of the sets. Responses were collected from the students by asking them to drop the signed, duly filled set in a sealed box placed in front of the class. The collected forms were then brought to the parent institute and evaluated by the authors for their completeness (signed consent, duly completed responses) prior to their inclusion as a study sample. 370 forms were distributed out of which 20 students (0.05%) returned the forms due to their non willingness to take part in the study and/or their inability to fill Hindi questionnaire; out of 350, 51 forms were found to be incomplete, which we discarded. The actual study sample, thus comprised of 299 duly filled forms, response rate being 80.81% out of which 154 (51.50%) were male and 145 (48.50%) were females.

**Tools**

1. Sex Knowledge and Attitude Questionnaire (SKAQ)\(^2\) was used in its original form i.e. Hindi language. It was prepared and standardized by Avasthi et al. for its use in Indian population and was developed as an adaptation of another well known tool, Sex Knowledge and Attitude Test (SKAT)\(^3\) by Lief & Reed. SKAQ is a 55 item scale split into two parts: a 35 item knowledge part with dichotomous choice of responses (yes or no, former being scored as 0 and later 1), hence the total score ranging from 0 to 35 and the higher score indicative of a better knowledge; and a 20 items on attitude part was scored on a three point likert scale ranging from agreement, unsurity and disagreement to the statements, scored from 2 to 0 (total score ranging from 40 to 0 and higher score indicating more liberal attitude. This questionnaire was used in its original form considering our subjects to be well versed in the mother-tongue. Cronbach’s \(\alpha\) for the scale was 0.754 demonstrating a good internal consistency.

2. Santa Clara Strength of Religious Faith Questionnaire (SCSRFQ)\(^4\) was used after translation into Hindi by a method of translation and back translation into original form by two senior psychiatrists of the parent institute who were well versed in both Hindi and English and had received formal education in both languages and were not a part of the study. It is a brief 10 point reliable, self report measure assessing strength of religious faith and is found to be suitable for use with multiple religious traditions and perspectives as well as for people without any interests in or affiliation with religious organizations or traditions, by its authors. It uses a 4 point likert scale ranging from strongly disagreeing to strongly agreeing. The 10 items are then scored from 1 to 4 so that the total score ranges from 10 (low faith) to 40 (high faith). Since its formulation, the scale has been used in multiple settings and is found to be valid and reliable. Internal consistency of the scale was found to be excellent having a Cronbach’s \(\alpha\) of 0.9 and Guttman’s split half coefficient of 0.854.

Data thus obtained was analyzed by IBM SPSS Statistics v.20. Descriptive statistics were used to describe the data i.e. mean and percentage for categorical variables; mean and SD for continuous variables. Students’t test was used to compare mean sexual attitude and knowledge scores of the sample. Bivariate correlation analysis was used to find out the existence of correlation (if any) between the variables under consideration. Following this, the data was subjected to Linear Regression Analysis to estimate the independent influence of each factor under consideration on the sexual attitude score (considered as dependent variable). Significance was set at \(p <0.05\).

**RESULTS**

Out of the total study sample obtained (299 completed responses), 154 (51.5%) were males and 145 (48.5%) were females. Mean (SD) knowledge score of our sample on SKAQ was 15.35 (4.868) (ranging from 7-32) and mean (SD) attitude score of our sample on SCSRFQ was 18.84 (5.955) (ranging from 8 to 30). As depicted in Table 1, male students were found to have a better knowledge score than female colleagues on SKAQ. Those living in joint families were found to have better sexual knowledge and attitude scores than those belonging to nuclear families (\(p<0.001\)). Those who accepted of having a past sexual exposure had significantly more liberal mean attitude scores than those who did not reported of a sexual exposure and amongst them, students who had a sexual encounter before 15 years of age had significantly greater knowledge scores (\(p<0.001\)) than those having sexual encounter after 15 year of age. Table 2 shows the result of Bivariate Correlation Test estimating the significance of correlation between dependent variable (sexual attitude score) and other independent variables. Significant correlation was found between attitude scores on SKAQ, knowledge score on SCSRFQ and religious faith score on SCSRFQ. But for finding out the independent effect of these factors on the dependent variable, we subjected
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables (N=299)</th>
<th>Knowledge score on SKAQ Mean (SD)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Attitude score on SKAQ Mean (SD)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Gender (N) (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males (154) (51.5%)</td>
<td>16.27 (5.267)</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
<td>19.15 (5.889)</td>
<td>0.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females (145) (48.5%)</td>
<td>14.37 (4.206)</td>
<td></td>
<td>18.53 (6.021)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Education (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduation (289) (96.6%)</td>
<td>15.45 (4.879)</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>19.03 (5.957)</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post- grad. (10) (3.4%)</td>
<td>12.30 (3.689)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.80 (3.048)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Family type (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear (206) (68.9%)</td>
<td>14.54 (4.784)</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
<td>17.78 (5.624)</td>
<td>0.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint (93) (31.1%)</td>
<td>17.14 (4.591)</td>
<td></td>
<td>21.19 (6.024)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Sexual exposure (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes (28) (9.4%)</td>
<td>15.39 (4.878)</td>
<td>0.689</td>
<td>19.13 (5.793)</td>
<td>0.009*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No (291) (90.6%)</td>
<td>15.00 (4.846)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.04 (6.839)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. If yes, than at age of (N)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;15 years (18) (64.2%)</td>
<td>17.11 (4.071)</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
<td>17.50 (6.767)</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;15 years (10) (35.8%)</td>
<td>11.20 (3.765)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.40 (6.467)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates significance, p<0.05, *Sexual Knowledge and Attitude Questionnaire,*Santa Clara Strength of Religious Faith Questionnaire.

Table-1: Socio-demographic correlates and mean scores on SKAQ* and SCSRFQ*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables*</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Attitude score on SKAQ*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Knowledge score on SKAQ*</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Religious faith score on SCSRFQ*</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>.000*</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Indicates significant correlation of variables with each other, with p<0.05, *Sexual Knowledge and Attitude Questionnaire,*Santa Clara Strength of Religious Faith Questionnaire.

Table-2: Attitude and knowledge scores on SKAQ*, religious faith score on SCSRFQ* in study sample: Correlation results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables †</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SKAQ* knowledge score</td>
<td>.396</td>
<td>6.981</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCSRFQ* score</td>
<td>.142</td>
<td>2.561</td>
<td>.011*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>1.989</td>
<td>.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational status</td>
<td>.080</td>
<td>1.317</td>
<td>.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family type</td>
<td>.124</td>
<td>2.192</td>
<td>.029*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual exposure</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>.897</td>
<td>.371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If yes, than at age of (&lt;15,&gt;15)</td>
<td>.057</td>
<td>.342</td>
<td>.733</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* *Sexual Knowledge and Attitude Questionnaire,* †Santa Clara Strength of Religious Faith Questionnaire, ‡and effect of independent variables is here studied on dependent variable i.e. attitude score on SKAQd, *This model in regression is found significant (p=0.001); ‡indicates significant independent association of independent variable with dependent variable, with p<0.05.

Table-3: Results of linear regression analysis for attitude score on SKAQA*(as a dependent variable

DISCUSSION

Sexual attitude similar to sexual fantasy is a strong psychological component of sexuality. In a hypothesis by King et al27, religious self attitude is postulated to be more closely related to sexual attitude than sexual behavior while religious behavior is more closely related to sexual behavior than sexual attitude. Sheeran et al13 also concludes that “the self attitude/self faith conceptualization of religion is the best predictor of sexual attitude and sexual behavior”; thus prompting us to study this area (strength of religious faith) in our study group. In our study, males had significantly better sexual knowledge than their female counterparts while both scored almost equally on their attitude part. It can be easily explained based on the social norms where males tend to have more, easy and comparatively less restricted exposure to sexually explicit sources and at a relative early age. In addition, a study by Brasher29 in Christian population found women to be affected more by fundamentalism and societal regulations as far as sexuality is concerned because they are considered to be responsible in managing and restricting sexuality in their own lives and in the social group. But, being an instinct, hence common to both sexes from puberty, attitude scores might be non significantly different in both sexes. We found better knowledge and more liberal attitude in students of our sample who came from a joint family background. This is a rather divergent result when expected trend might be of a more liberal attitude and better knowledge in children from nuclear family as they would’ve less parental supervision and relatively more freedom and privacy from adults while pursuing answers to their sexual queries. A joint family might also be considered as a rigid closed group operating on higher levels of fundamentalism, thus having higher component of extrinsic religiosity to control sexuality. A direct comparison between the two groups is lacking, however findings of this study can still be explained with the help of several other studies and
hypotheses. Stark & Bainbridge supported contemporary increase in individual’s uniqueness in certain instinctual decisions as compared to that of a group. Here joint family may be considered as one closed group sharing one common religious belief; still each individual may behave sexually different despite coming from the same group with same belief. Another theory of “identity salience” by Stryker defines the differential probability among persons of a defined religious identity being invoked in a given situation, supports the probable different behavior of people coming from same background. This unusual finding in our study may also point to the underlying operation of psychological reactance in a group i.e. behavior which is in opposite direction to the norms prescribed by the source as found in a study by Kearney. Studies by Durkheim, Argyle & Beit-Hallahmi in Christian population pointed to a more open emotional exchange between members of closely knit associations hence more early instigation of sexual interests in the adolescents belonging to those associations. Individuals having a past sexual exposure had a more liberal attitude towards sex than those who hadn’t had a sexual exposure. Amongst the students who reported of having a sexual encounter, those who reported of sexual exposure before fifteen years of age had a better knowledge about sex than their contemporaries who reported of sexual exposure after fifteen years of age. This can be easily thought of as the proneness to sexual exposure naturally being present in individuals who had a more liberal attitude to sex. In such circumstances, lack of scientific knowledge and daredevilry may propel them to the various known risky sexual behaviors.

A significant correlation (p<0.05) was seen between sexual attitude scores and sexual knowledge scores in regression study. This might be due to the direct effect of sexual knowledge on sexual attitude. In a research, Robert Zajonc showed that a mere exposure of an individual to a stimulus is sufficient for the enhancement of his attitude towards it. The above described phenomena of psychological reactance can also be used to explain this finding as due to the growing surge of exposure of sexually explicit material to contemporary youth in form of both visual and auditory media and simultaneous regulation by the parent/parental figures might push them more to ‘try out’ and liberalize their attitude. Our study group had a direct significant linear association between their sexual attitude scores and their religious faith scores which were found to have a direct linear relation implying that most of the subjects having better knowledge about sex. This was probably the first such comparative study from India.

CONCLUSION

In our study, males were found to have a better sexual knowledge almost similar attitude towards sex as compared to their female counterparts. Those living in joint family were found to have better sexual knowledge and more liberal attitude than those living in nuclear families. Having a sexual exposure pointed to having a more liberal attitude towards sex in our sample and that too, if before 15 years then that suggested of having a better knowledge about sex. Sexual knowledge, sexual attitude and religious faith were found to have a direct linear relation implying that most of the subjects having liberal attitude towards sex had a strong religious faith and a better knowledge about sex. This was probably the first such comparative study from India.
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